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Specific heat for constant pressure (J/kg/K)
Standard k-E turbulent model constants

Acceleration along x; axis (m/s2
)

Enthalpy (J/kg)
Turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s2

)

Mass (kg)
Mass injection rate (kg/s)
Pressure (Pa)
Gas constant (J/kg/K)
Source term in conservation equation
Turbulent Schmidt number (--)
Stoichiometric ratio (--)
Temperature (K)
Velocity vector (m/s)
Velocity components (m/s)

Volume (m3
)
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the comparison of the theoretical solution and the CFD modelling of
isothermal suppressant mixing and gaseous fire suppression. Two different types of boundary
conditions, applied for the suppressant distribution modelling, were tested. The cost-effective
problem formulation was used for the modelling of the real fire extinguishing experiment.
Three suppressant injection methods were applied for the same compartment geometry and
fire scenario during the numerical simulation. All injection methods produced almost the
same amount of suppressant in compartment during the numerical simulation, but different
suppressant distribution and different time and effectiveness of the fire extinguishing. It is
shown that the refined analysis of extinguishing system performance must be based on the
detailed information about suppressant distribution and heat release rate behaviour. The use of
CFD technique for this purpose is very effective.
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dV,pr =V,pr . (1- vlI,spr)' dt .

I'he gaseous lire suppression IS well suited for C...IJ modelllnil It IS one-phase flow, II donn't
need special models or assumptions for calculation of suppressant dynamics and its modelhnll
must be cheap in terms of computer resources. The application of CFD methods in this field can
deliver the detailed solution - suppressant concentration distribution with time, dependence on
velocity and temperature fields, behaviour of Heat Release Rate (HRR) - which are hardly
possible to receive using analytical or empirical models. These facts make CFD technique very
atlractive and valuable for study of gaseous extinguishing: analysis of suppressant distribution,
evaluation ofextinguishing system effectiveness, investigation of fire suppression.

ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR SUPPRESSANT CONCENTRATION

The suppressant concentration in a compartment can be calculated using the simple analytical
method, which assumes: a) the instantaneous and perfect mixing of suppressant, while it is being
injected into compartment, b) the equal volumes of injected suppressant and outgoing from a
compartment gas mixture. It allows to receive the balance equallon for a volume of suppressant
in a compartment:

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

()ften, modem underground parking areas and many-stored garage compartments have
complicate geometry and different technical devices, besides cars. It is very convenient to protect
them from a fire, using gaseous extinguishing systems.

In this research, the compartment geometry and the fire scenario of a real fire extinguishing
experiment were used for the fire suppression modelling. The experiment with a gaseous fire
suppression in a three-store garage compartment was performed by Science University of Tokyo
with the aim to evaluate the effectiveness of gaseous suppression system under conditions of fire
111 a garage.

rhe garage compartment is shown on Figure I. It had sizes 5.4x6.6x5.5 m (width, length and
height correspondingly). Special construction, where cars can be stored one above another, was
II1stalled inside of garage and two real cars were situated on its low and middle levels. Besides
usual openings - door and window - the garage had a check valve at the floor level. The check
valve allowed only gas outflow from the compartment to prevent compartment destruction due to
a pressure rise during the suppressant injection.

The kerosene pool fire was set under the lower car as a fire source at the beginning of
experiment, t =0 s. The second fire source was put into the car salon at the moment t =480 s. At
this time, all openings were shut and the fire continued further in the closed garage until the
moment t =520 s. Here, the only place, available for gas output, was the check valve. In the
moment t =520 s, the fire suppression system was initiated and the gaseous suppressant was
injected during 104 s with the average mass flow rate 1.23 kgls (until the time t =624 s). The
gaseous suppressant IG541 was used in this experiment. The chemical composition of IG541 is
(volume fraction): N2 52%, Ar 40%, CO2 8% [8]. The suppressant injection nozzle was
constructed to distribute the gas agent in the radial direction along the walls and ceiling.

During the experiment, the temperature values were obtained from 18 thermocouples, installed
around cars. Also, three gas probes, for measuring CO2 and O2 concentrations, were set along the
vertical direction near the centre ofcompartment.
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at inflow ofcalculation domain
at outflow from calculation domain

Volume injection rate (ml/s)
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Spatial coordinates (m)

Energy fraction, lost due to radiation (--)
Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s3
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Common scalar variable
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Density (kglm3
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Turbulent Prandtl number (--)

Time (s)
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The increase of fire-safety requirements and the orientation to performance based fire regulation.
which is a world-wide trend now, need reliable engineering methods for prediction of fire
dynamics and fire protection design. Fire modelling became to be a necessary tool of fire safety
analysis. The development ofcomputer technology and the progress in numerical methods made
Computational Fluid Dynamics (Crn) one of the practical methods for fire modelling and the
most detailed technique in the field of fire research.

In past years a lot of efforts were aimed to the problem of fire suppression modelling with use 01"
crn. For the most part, the influence of water spray and water mist on fire behaviour, altogether'
with their extinguishing mechanisms, were studied numerically. For instance, in [1-4] different
extinguishing models, which describe fire suppression with water spray or water mist, weN;
reported. The detailed literature review on modelling of two-phase flows with water drops .
presented in [5]. Much less attention was paid for other fire suppressants and fire extinguis 
methods. The fire suppression model for solid phase fine aerosol was described in [6] and
used also in [7]. This model prescribes the extinguishing, using the flame extinguishi
concentration of suppressant.

The gaseous fire extinguishing is one of the widely used methods of fire suppression. ThO!
extinguishing mechanism for gaseous fire suppression is well studied both experimentally ani
theoretically. Traditionally, the simplified theoretical model is used to estimate the suppre
concentration in compartment. This model assumes the isothermal and perfect mixing
suppressant, which is far from the real injection conditions and the real temperature distributio.'
in the case of fire.
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Mathematical model

CFD MODELLING OF ISOTHERMAL SUPPRESSANT INJECTION

In the first part of this research, the isothermal suppressant injection into garage was modelled
with the aim to compare numerical results with the analytical model.

Three dimensional CFD program, used in this research, realised the control-volume based finite
difference method, staggered grid for velocities and scalar variables, power-law scheme and
SIMPLE algorithm for pressure-velocity coupling [11]. The mathematical model, used at this
stage, consisted of following equations:
- continuity equation and momentum conservation equations
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FIGURE 2. The mass of the suppressant in compartment. The theoretical solutions for perfect
and isothermal mixing and different boundary conditions: a) T=293K, b) T=373K, c) T=473K

Thc charactenst";s of suppressanl InJccllon dunnglhc considered cllpcnmenl were molar wei....
of IU541 34 kg/kmol, total mass of discharged suppressanl 128.5 kg, time of InjOdlOfl

At = 104 s. At this stage, we assumed that the volume ofcompartmenl was V"mp =174.7m' The

Figure 2 shows the results for both methods of suppressant concentration calculation for
temperatures T=293K, T=373K, T=473K in term of suppressant mass as a function of injection
lime. Total mass ofthe suppressant is shown also, so we can estimate the amount of suppressant,
which left a compartment.

It is seen that the difference between the model (2) and the model (4) is low, about 3.5% of the
total mass of injected suppressant. This difference depends on the molar weight and the amount
of discharged suppressant. The assumption ofequal mass rates at inflow and outflow can be used
for the modelling of the suppressant propagation, if the average temperature in compartment
doesn't differ too much during a suppressant injection or the suppressant is not too heavy (like
CO2, for example). Otherwise, it will lead to a drastic discrepancy with reality.
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FIGURE 1. Scheme of experimental compartment and calculation domain

·~

Being written in the term of compartment volume and integrated over the time of injection, it
gives the final concentration ofa suppressant in compartment:

vu,spr =1- exp ( - Vspr /Vcmp ),

which leads to solution, similar to (2):

Yu,spr = I-exp(-Mspr/A-{cmp)'

• GASPRllIIt:

This method of evaluation of suppressant concentration is well known and its description can ..,
found, for instance, in [9] or [10].

The assumptions of this method mean that the suppressant concentration field in compartment iI
presumed to be uniform during the whole injection time - from the initial period until the fimil
stage, and the temperature inside ofcompartment is constant and uniform also. Both assumptiOlil
are not correct for a real injection system and for a real fire conditions. In the case of nod.
uniform temperature distribution, the volume of gas, which went from a compartment, is ndt,
equal to the volume of injected suppressant. Actually, the gas flow rate at the exit from.
compartment is prescribed by a pressure difference between a compartment and an ambiefl;,
atmosphere, but this problem needs the use ofa more sophisticated calculation methods. I: ';
The conditions of equal mass at outflow and mass of injected suppressant (mass at inflow) CIIli'
be applied for the same problem easily. These boundary conditions are very useful and popuq,'
for CFD modelling of internal flows with forced convection. The conditions with equal~
rates at inflow and at outflow give the new mass balance formula: .!

dMspr = Mspr . (I - Yu,spr)' dt,
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FIGURE 3. Distribution of suppressant volume concentration for injection time t = 30 s:
a) radial spreading flow, b) one nozzle flow, c) three nozzle flow

Results of Simulation

Three methods of injection gained different strategies. The radial spreading suppressant flow,
used in the first case, formed a wide mixing area along the walls and ceiling. In the second case,
we can expect the intensive forced convection mixing due to a high speed of nozzle flow. The
third case of injection was aimed to a quick filling with agent ofcentral part ofthe compartment.

The Figure 3 shows the distribution of suppressant volume concentration tor all three injection
cases after 30 s of injection (equal inflow-outflow mass rate boundary conditions). It is possible
to see that in the first case of injection the suppressant spreads along the ceiling and wall as it
was designed and air in the central part of calculation domain is relatively bad mixed with the
suppressant. In the second case, the suppressant is mixed much more uniformly in the centre of
compartment and here its concentration is higher. For the third case, the suppressant
concentration in the plane of nozzle position is less uniform than in the second case.

from assumption of 5% turbulence level and ...... lurbulence VISCOSltv lit . 10 4 1'il \' lit

mflow of free boundary and conditions ok/c' n .0. bc/f~n () were sct ilt outflow The olhcr
boundary and initial conditions were the same u they wen: dc~nbcd till the prevIous case

This second model is more realistic becau.'IC the now II cCllnpartment's outlet IS received from
calculation, while in the previous case it is prac:ribod a~ a houndary condition. From another
side - the numerical grid for this type of calculalion domam consists of bigger number of grid
nodes, which makes the convergence longer and the calculillon - more expensive.
The numerical grid inside of garage was the same for the both types of models: it was non
uniform grid with the characteristic size of control volume about 0 I m ncar the walls and up to
0.4 m for blocked areas in obstacles. The internal volume of garage, which was free of obstacles,
was J74.7 m3

. During test calculations, several values of time step i\t were checked: 1.0 s, 0.5 s,
0.2 s; the time step i\t =0.5 s was adopted for a modelling of suppressant mJectlOn

Three different methods of suppressant injection were modelled in this research with both types
of boundary conditions. The first method of injection is the same as it was in experiment (radial
spreading flow). In the second case, the suppressant was injected through one nozzle. whIch
provided the suppressant initial velocity 55.7 mls. In the third case, the injection through three
similar nozzles was modelled, where the suppressant initial velocity was 18.7 m/s. In the second
and third cases the nozzles were situated in the same vertical plane as it was in experiment (first
injection method), but on the opposite wall. It was made to prevent the extremely high
suppressant leakage, which could acquire if the stream spread straight to the outlet direction. The
amount of suppressant and the time of injection were the same for all three cases.

(9)

(7)

(8)

f3=_'!-(OP) ,
P aT p

iJ pk iJ pili a (( /.i, ) ok )--+---=-- - -- +GK+GB-pe,at ax, ax} ok ax;

, (iJu; oU;Jou;(JK =/.i, -+- - ,
ax; ax; ax;

- equation for suppressant concentration

The set of equations was closed with the state equation of ideal gas p = pRT. Here, the gas
mixture, consisted of two species - air and suppressant, was considered. All equations were
solved in dimensional form.

Initial and Boundary Conditions
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- equations lilr k,; lurbulencc model of Launder-Spaldmg 112 J with buoyancy corrections 113 J

Suppressant modelling was performed for two types of boundary conditions. Forced convection
type of flow in garage during suppressant injection and the only outlet opening - check valve
gives the possibility to use the boundary conditions with constant mass rate at outflow, which is
equal to the suppressant mass injection rate. This type of boundary conditions is widely used for
modelling of incompressible internal flows. Assumption about equal mass rates at inflow and at
outflow is not correct in our case of transient solution and variable density, but it allowed to use
the smaller calculation domain and the numerical grid with a low number of grid nodes. The
convergence velocity and solution stability for problems with this type of boundary conditions is
high enough also. In this case, the calculation domain included only garage compartment, itS
sizes were 5.4x6.6x5.5 m. The total number of numerical grid nodes was 44,022. BoundarY '
conditions for this case were: constant velocity for suppressant injection at inflow, Ii = Const,' l

and velocity, prescribed from mass balance in compartment as it was described above, at outlet;'
at the walls a no-slip boundary condition was used, Ii = 0; outflow boundary conditions were'
used for all scalar variables at the opening, oct>/0 n = 0; suppressant concentration at inflow was ~

Yspr = I . At initial moment, all velocities and suppressant concentration inside of compartmeDt ,

were equal to zero: Ii = 0, Yspr = 0 ; turbulence characteristics were set to low, near-zero values.,l,

In the second model, the calculation domain included an external region, attached to the'"
compartment with the constant pressure conditions at the boundary. Calculation domain sizes
were 7.0x8.45x5.5 m in this case (see Figure I). The boundary conditions were realised here,'
similar to [14]: condition p = 0 was used at free boundaries, normal velocities were obtained',

from the condition iJu/on = 0; condition Yspr=O was used for the suppressant at inflow part of!

free boundary and oY,prlon = 0 at outflow part; the turbulence characteristics were calculated,
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after t =320 s Mj/ =12.42 ·10.(,(t - 294.4) .. 7
before 't =320 s M j/ =9.93 ·10- t ,
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The natural convection type of flow existed inside of garage during the period of fire before the
suppressant injection. t =0.. 520 s. The calculation domain with free boundaries was used for
modelling at this stage. Then, in the period 't = 520..624 s, when a big amount of suppressant was
injected into the compartment, the flow type changed to the forced convection. The smaller
calculation domain without free boundaries and boundary conditions with equal inflow and
outflow mass rates were used.
The time step was taken as follows: for the fire modelling l\'t = Is, during the suppressant
injection - l\t =0.2 s during the period t =520..530 sand l\t =0.5 s during t =53 1.624 s

Initial and Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions for the calculation domain with free boundaries were:
- at inflow part of free boundary, the enthalpy and species concentrations were equal to the

ambient, h = hamb , Yi = Yi,amh;

- at outflow part of free boundary, the outflow boundary conditions were used, oh/on = 0,

aYdon = 0;

Radiation was taken into consideration as a heat sink term (the energy fraction, lost due to
radiation, was X=0.3).
The kerosene pool fire was modelled as the only fire source during the numerical calculation.
Fuel inflow was modelled as a source term in the fuel concentration equation and it was situated
under the lower car. The kerosene was modelled as C13H28, the heat of combustion was taken as
H, = 41.87 MJ/kg. The fuel consumption rate was evaluated here as

The combustion was modelled with Eddy Break-Up model [15]:

_conservation equations for oxygen concentration Yox and fuel concentration YjI

n'D MODELLING 0.' nRE AND GASEOUS FIRE SUPPRESSION

Mathematical Model

The fire modelling and the modelling of the gaseous fire suppression was performed at the
second stage of present research. The mathematical model (5)-(9) was added with the following
equations:
- energy conservation equation

Equal volume rates, Equal mass rates,

v,nj/ow = Voutflow Minj/ow =M outflow

Theoretical solution 100.20 96.20 kg
Free boundary condition, Equal mass rates,

p=0 Minf/o. =Mal/if""

Radial spreading flow 97.1 96.4
One nozzle flow 101.3 97.2
Three nozzle flow 101.3 98.2

TABLE 1. Mass of the suppressant, left in compartment, for isothermal injection:
results for different solutions and boundary conditions, kg

Details of suppressant distribution after complete discharged of the suppressant, t =104 s, are
shown in Figure 4. At the final stage of injection, all three injection methods demonstrate more
uniform suppressant mixture, but still different fields of the suppressant distribution.

The results for mass of suppressant in the compartment are presented in Table I for both types of
boundary conditions in comparison with theoretical solution. Here, we can conclude that the
numerical results for mass of suppressant in compartment generally follows results for perfect
mixing, though the distribution of suppressant is not perfect. The CFD results correspond to the
theoretical solution with error level up to 2.4% of total suppressant mass for the free boundary
conditions and up to 1.5% for the fixed mass flow rate. It means that the mass of suppressant is
relatively insensitive to the details of suppressant distribution and depends, mainly, on the mass
of the discharged suppressant and the volume of compartment.

FIGURE 4. Distribution of suppressant volume concentration for injection time 't = 104 s:
a) radial spreading flow, b) one nozzle flow, c) three nozzle flow
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Comparing numerical results for different types of boundary conditions, we can say that for '
every injection case their disagreement with each other is under the limit 3.5 % for the modelled
conditions. So, for the initial stage of fire and the initial low-temperature conditions it is possible
to use the less CPU-expensive calculation domain with the equal inflow-outflow mass rate
boundary conditions, keeping this disagreement in the mind.

a)~.=••E.:l b)



Simulation under Simulation of fire
isothermal conditions suooression

Radial spreading flow 96.4 95.4

One nozzle flow 97.2 97. I

Three nozzle flow 98.2 94,9

CONCLUSION
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TABLE 2. Mass of suppressant, left in compartment, for different numerical solutions
(with equal inflow-outflow mass rates boundary conditions), kg

I'he extmgulshmg begms 10 the earliest time for the radial spreadmg flow. t ~575 s. but It goes
relatively slow, with fluctuations at some intermediate period. Otherwise, the extinguishing for
one nozzle and three nozzle cases shows very quick, almost abrupt decrease of HRR with the
l:i1r1 ier time of fire suppression, t =595 s. It needs to say that in this case the distance between the
lire source and the nozzle location is bigger than for the radial spreading. It is the certain sign of
the more uniform and effective suppressant mixing for one nozzle and three nozzle flows.

I'he mass of suppressant, which is left in the compartment after the suppressant was discharged
<:ompletely, is presented in Table 2 in comparison with results for isothermal mixing. We can see
that the mass of suppressant is almost the same for all three injection methods. Also it is easy to
see that the results of calculation during the fire extinguishing and for isothermal mixing don't
differ too much from each other. This is caused by a low HRR, used in the experiment and
adopted in present simulation, and, consequently, low temperatures in compartment.

This paper presents the results of theoretical and numerical investigation of a gaseous
suppressant injection and the CFD modelling of the fire extinguishing for conditions of the real
fire extinguishing experiment.

The comparison of results for different boundary conditions and temperatures in compartment
showed that the constant mass rate at inflow and at outflow can be used for the modelling of a
suppressant propagation at initial stage of fire under considered experimental conditions.

The CFD simulation of fire and its further gaseous extinguishing were performed. The
simplified, cost-effective problem formulation with a low grid number of calculation domain was
used for the modelling of the gaseous fire extinguishing.

Finally, we can conclude that the analytical solution for the perfect isothermal mixing can
provide us the reliable value of the suppressant mass in compartment. From the other side, this
suppressant mass can not represent the effectiveness of suppressant mixing process and a
reliability of extinguishing system in total, as it is a rather conservative and mean characteristic
of the complex, three dimensional process. The modelling and the comparison of fire
suppression results for different injection methods and fire source positions can deliver the more
useful information. For extinguishing system design, the details of non-uniform suppressant
distribution must be taken into account, which is possible with the use of relatively cheap, at the
moment, CFD technique.
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i11l \\i1lls i1no IIlh:rnal structures were considered as adiabatic and Impermeable obstacles.
,111/,11/ ~ O. 111',//11/ ~ O.

For calculation domain without free boundaries, the outflow boundary condition iJ4)/fJn = 0 wu
used for all scalar variables at the outlet (check-valve). All other boundary conditions were the
same as they were described above.
At initial moment, velocities, enthalpy, suppressant and fuel concentration were equal to zero
and the garage was filled with air: U; =0, h =hamb , Yspr =O. Yfl =0, Yox == 0.23. The initial

temperature was equal T == 293 K.
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Extinguishing Model

RESULTS OF EXTINGUISHING MODELLING

The simple and reliable extinguishing model, which was used for the modelling of the aerosol
fire extinguishing [6], was applied in this research. The model uses the flame extinguishilll

concentration of suppressant Ys~r as a criterion of fire suppression: the flame is extinguished

when the concentration of suppressant r.pr in considered control volume is higher than the flame

extinguishing concentration Ys~r and, then, the fuel consumption rate S fl in this control volume

is set to zero. This model doesn't need extra computer power, its precision is high enough for
engmeenng problems and flame extinguishing concentrations are well known for a big number
of industrial suppressants, used in practice. The volume concentration of the suppressant

v:pr == 0.31 was used as a flame extinguishing concentration [16].

The HRR behaviour for all three methods of suppressant injection (radial spreading, one nozzle
flow, three nozzle flow) is shown on Figure 5. Generally, behaviour of HRR doesn't reflect the
effectiveness of extinguishing system as it depends on fire source position. We can note that the
fire extinguishing was achieved for all injection cases, but it was achieved in a different time and
in a very different manner.

FIGURE 5. Heat release rate for different injection methods during the fire suppression



Ihrce dillerenl ~uppres!lllnl InJecllon methods were studied numencally. The one-nozzle, high
speed suppres!IlInt now showed the most effective miXing of suppres!lllnt and the most effective
extinguishing.

It was demonstrated that such an integral characteristic as a mass of suppressant in compartmenl
is relatively insensitive to the suppressant distribution and it can not represent the effectiveness
of a gaseous extinguishing system.
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